TT Visual Inspection (Pictures)

Paolo Gandini
You can find the high resolution pictures here:
/afs/cern.ch/user/p/pgandini/public/TTinspection_12Aug2013/

14th August 2013
Service Boxes

- They are attached to the magnet wall
- 4 per quadrant
- You can see in yellow the coils of the magnet
- Space in horizontal, any space once the TT is closed due to the magnet
- About 1m from service boxes to the TT (in z axis)
Cable Chains (1)

This part moves

This part is rigid

30cm wide
Cable Chains (2)

As you can see not a lot of space!

About 40cm from the floor
Space in between
Upper and Lower Clearances

- 30cm in total
- 15cm closed in the box
- 15cm only cables
- Then the rail start
Rails (1)